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Introduction

In 1965, Nachbin [22] originated the notion of topological ordered spaces
by defining a partial order relation  and a topology on a non empty
set X. He studied and discussed many properties of monotone sets and
topological ordered spaces. McCartan [20], in 1968, utilized monotone
neighbourhoods and monotone open sets to present Ti -ordered spaces
and strong Ti -ordered spaces (i = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4), respectively. He investigated the equivalent conditions for each one of these spaces and gave
several examples to show that these spaces are strictly stronger than Ti spaces in general topology. In 1971, McCartan [21] defined the concepts
of continuous, anti-continuous and bicontinuous for topological ordered
spaces and investigated their characteristics.
Arya and Gupta [10] defined and studied semi T0 -ordered and semi T1 ordered spaces in 1991, and Leela and Balasubramanian [18] introduced
and discussed βT0 -ordered and βT1 -ordered spaces in 2002. Das [12],
in 2004, established a concept of supra topological ordered spaces and
formulated some ordered separation axioms. Kumar [17] introduced the
concepts of continuous and homeomorphism maps between topological
ordered spaces.
In 1983, Mashhour et al. [19] introduced supra topological spaces by
dropping only the intersection condition. They introduced the concepts
of STi -spaces (i = 0, 1, 2, 2 21 ) and derived their fundamental features. Elshafei et al. [13] utilized monotone supra open sets to initiate new ordered separation axioms, namely SSTi -ordered spaces (i = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4).
They also verified that SSTi -ordered spaces and STi -ordered spaces are
equivalent in the cases of i = 0, 1. Abo-elhamayel and Al-shami [1] established and investigated the concepts of x-supra continuous, x-supra
open, x-supra closed and x-supra homeomorphism maps between supra
topological ordered spaces. Recently, some ordered maps are defined and
discussed based on some celebrated generalized supra open sets (see, for
example,[4, 5, 9, 11, 14, 15]). Recently, [7] explored separation axioms
on supra soft topological spaces and [6] defined the concept of supra soft
topological spaces.
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Ordered separation axioms are well known notions and powerful tools
on ordered topology and supra ordered topology. So this study focus
on defining new ordered separation axioms, namely STci -ordered spaces
(i = 0, 12 , 1, 1 12 , 2). We illustrate the relationships among these ordered
spaces and show that STci -ordered spaces are stronger than SSTi -ordered
spaces in case of i = 1, 2, and are stronger than STi -spaces in case of
i = 0, 1, 2. Also, we derive some interesting results which connect some
of the initiated ordered spaces with some topological notions such as
supra limit points, supra disconnected spaces and S  -homeomorphism
maps, and with some algebra notions such as largest and smallest elements. Moreover, we point out under what conditions the STci -ordered
spaces are hereditary properties and provide several examples to elucidate the main findings obtained. In the end, we present some results of
monotone sets and verify that the finite ordered product of STci -ordered
spaces is STci -ordered, for i = 0, 12 , 1, 1 12 .

2.

Preliminaries

We recall in this section, some definitions and results which we need in
the sequel.
Definition 2.1. [16] A binary relation  is called a partial order relation
if it is reflexive, anti-symmetric and transitive.
Definition 2.2. [16] The usual partial order relation on the set of real
numbers R is defined as follows = {(a, b) : a  b, a, b ∈ R}.

Definition 2.3. [16] Let (X, ) be a partially ordered set. An element
a ∈ X is called:
(i) A smallest element of X provided that a  x for all x ∈ X.
(ii) A largest element of X provided that x  a for all x ∈ X.
(iii) A minimal element of X provided that x  a implies that x = a.
(iv) A maximal element of X provided that a  x implies that x = a.
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Definition 2.4. [16] A map f : (X, 1 ) → (Y, 2 ) is called order embedding if a 1 b if and only if f (a) 2 f (b), for each a, b ∈ X.

Definition 2.5. [19] A family µ of subsets of a non empty set X is
called a supra topology provided that the following two conditions hold.
(i) X and ∅ ∈ µ.
(ii) µ is closed under arbitrary union.
Then the pair (X, µ) is called a supra topological space. Every element
of µ is called a supra open set and its complement is called a supra closed
set.
Definition 2.6. [19] A map f : X → Y is called S  -continuous if the
inverse image of each supra open subset of Y is a supra open subset of
X.
Definition 2.7. [19] Any property which when satisfied by a supra topological space is also satisfied by every subspace of this supra topology is
called a hereditary property.
Definition 2.8. [22] Let E be a subset of a partially ordered set (X, )
and x ∈ X. Then:
(i) i(x) = {a ∈ X : x  a} and d(x) = {a ∈ X : a  x}.
(ii) i(E) =



{i(e) : e ∈ E} and d(E) =



{d(e) : e ∈ E}.

(iii) A set E is called increasing (resp. decreasing), If E = i(E)(resp.
E = d(E)).
Definition 2.9. [12] A triple (X, τ, ) is said to be a supra topological
ordered space, where (X, µ) is a supra topological space and (X, ) is a
partially ordered set.
Definition 2.10. [22] Let A be a subset of a topological ordered space
(X, τ, ). We define a topological ordered subspace (A, τA , A ) of (X, τ, 

) as follows τA is a relative supra topology of τ and A = A × A.
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Proposition 2.11. [22] If U is an increasing (resp. a decreasing) subset

of a partially ordered set (X, ), then U A is an increasing (resp. a
decreasing) subset of a partially ordered set (A, A ).

Definition 2.12. [13] A supra topological ordered space (X, µ, ) is
called:
(i) Lower SST1 -ordered space if for each a  b in X, there exists an
increasing supra open set G containing a such that b belongs to Gc .
(ii) Upper SST1 -ordered space if for each a  b in X, there exists a
decreasing supra open set G containing b such that a belongs to
Gc .
(iii) SST0 -ordered if it is lower SST1 -ordered or upper SST1 -ordered.
(iv) SST1 -ordered if it is both lower SST1 -ordered and upper SST1 ordered.
(v) SST2 -ordered if for every a, b ∈ X such that a  b, there exist
disjoint supra open sets G and H containing a and b, respectively,
such that G is increasing and H is decreasing.
Definition 2.13. [23] A subset E of supra topological ordered space

(X, µ) is called an m-set if E G is a supra open set, for each G ∈ µ.

Definition 2.14. [2] Let (X, µ) be a supra topological space and x ∈ X.
A point x is said to be supra limit point of A ⊆ X provided that every
supra neighborhood of x contains at least one point of A different than
x. We denote all supra limit points of A by Asl .
Proposition 2.15. [2] Let A and B be subsets of (X, µ). Then
(i) If A ⊆ B, then Asl ⊆ B sl .


(ii) Asl B sl ⊆ (A B)sl .

(iii) A is supra closed if and only if Asl ⊆ A.
From now on, the set of real numbers and the diagonal relation on any
non-empty set shall be briefly denoted by R and , respectively.
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3.

New Separation Axioms in Supra Topological Ordered Spaces

This section is devoted to defining and studying STci -ordered spaces
(i = 0, 12 , 1, 1 12 , 2). We provide several examples to show the relationships
among them. In general, we investigate some results which associate
them with some topological concepts such as supra limit points, supra
disconnected spaces and S  -homeomorphism maps. Finally, we prove
that STci -ordered spaces are preserved under finite product space in the
cases of i = 0, 12 , 1, 1 21 .
Definition 3.1. A supra topological ordered space (X, µ, ) is called
STc0 -ordered if for every a  b in X, there exist an increasing supra
open set G containing a such that b ∈ Gc or a decreasing supra open set
H containing b such that a ∈ H c .

Example 3.2. Let µ = {∅, G ⊆ R such that 1 ∈ G or 2 ∈ G} be a

supra topology on R and =  {(1, 2)} be a partial order relation on
R. Then (X, µ, ) is an STc0 -ordered space.
Example 3.3. Let µ = {∅, X, {a}, {a, b}, {b, c}} be a supra topology

and =  {(b, a), (a, c)(b, c)} be a partial order relation on X =
{a, b, c}. Since a  b, then i(a) = {a, c} ⊆ X and d(b) = {b} ⊆
d({b, c}) = X. Hence (X, µ, ) is not an STc0 -ordered space.
Proposition 3.4. Every SST0 -ordered space (X, µ, ) is STc0 -ordered.

Proof. It is clear. 

The converse of the above proposition need not be true in general as
shown in the following example.
Example 3.5. Assume that (X, µ, ) is the same as in Example 3.2. We
can observe the following two cases:
(i) 1  3 and there is no a decreasing supra open set containing 3 which
does not contain 1. Hence (X, µ, ) is not an upper SST1 -ordered
space.
(ii) 3  2 and there is no an increasing supra open set containing 3
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which does not contain 2. Hence (X, µ, ) is not a lower SST1 ordered space.
So from the above two cases, we find that (X, µ, ) is not an SST1 ordered space.
Definition 3.6. A supra topological ordered space (X, µ, ) is called
supra continuous if for any supra open subset G of X, i(G) and d(G)
are supra open sets.
Theorem 3.7. Let a supra topological ordered space (X, µ, ) be supra
continuous. Then (X, µ, ) is STc0 -ordered if and only if scl(d(a)) =
scl(d(b)) or scl(i(a)) = scl(i(b)), for each a, b ∈ X.
Proof. Necessity: Suppose (X, µ, ) is an STc0 -ordered space and let
a  b. Then we have two cases:

(i) there exists an increasing supra open set G containing a such that
b ∈ Gc . Then scl(d(b)) ⊆ Gc . Therefore a ∈ scl(d(b)). Obviously,
a ∈ scl(d(a)). Thus scl(d(a)) = scl(d(b)).
(ii) or a decreasing supra open set H containing b such that a ∈ H c . Similarity, we find that scl(i(a)) = scl(i(b)).
Sufficiency: Suppose that scl(d(a)) = scl(d(b)). It is well known that
a  b or b  a. Say, a  b. Then there exists x ∈ scl(d(a)) and x ∈
scl(d(b)) or x ∈ scl(d(b)) and x ∈ scl(d(a)). Say, x ∈ scl(d(a)) and
x ∈ scl(d(b)). Therefore there exists a supra open set G containing x


such that G d(b) = ∅. Now, i(G) {b} = ∅. Since (X, τ, ) is supra

continuous, then i(G) is a supra open set. Since i(G) d(a) = ∅, then
a ∈ i(G). Thus (X, µ, ) is an STc0 -ordered space. 

Definition 3.8. A supra topological ordered space (X, µ, ) is called
STc 1 -ordered if for every a  b in X, there exist an increasing supra
2

open set G containing a such that b is a supra limit point for Gc or a
decreasing supra open set H containing b such that a is a supra limit
point for H c .
Example 3.9. Consider µ = {∅, X, {a}} is a supra topology and =

 {(b, a)} is a partial order relation on X = {a, b}. Then we have
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a  b. It can be seen that a ∈ i(a) which is an increasing supra open set
and b ∈ ({a}c )sl = {b}. Thus (X, µ, ) is STc 1 -ordered.
2

Remark 3.10. The given supra topological ordered space in Example 3.2
is not STc 1 -ordered space, because the elements 1 and 2 are not supra
2

limit points for any subset of R.
Proposition 3.11. If (X, µ, ) is an STc 1 -ordered space, then X sl = X
or X sl = X \ {a}.

2

Proof. Suppose, to the contrary, that there exist two elements a, b in X
such that X sl = X \ {a, b}. From the definition of , we get that either
a  b or b  a. Say, a  b. Since (X, µ, ) is STc 1 -ordered, then there
2

exists an increasing supra open set G containing a such that b is a supra
limit point for Gc or a decreasing supra open set H containing b such
that a is a supra limit point for H c . This means that a or b are supra limit
points of X. So, we obtain a contradiction with our assumption. Hence
the proposition holds. 
Corollary 3.12. Any STc 1 -ordered space contains at most one singleton
2
supra open set.
The converse of the above proposition need not be true in general as
shown in Example 3.3, where X sl = X \ {a}, but (X, µ, ) is not STc 1 ordered.

2

Definition 3.13. A supra topological ordered space (X, µ, ) is called
STc1 -ordered if for every a  b in X, there exist an increasing supra
open set G containing a such that b ∈ Gc and a decreasing supra open
set H containing b such that a is a supra limit point for H c .
The proofs of the following two propositions are easy and so will be
omitted.
Proposition 3.14. Every minimal element of an STc1 -ordered space
(X, µ, ) is a supra limit point of X.
Proposition 3.15. If an STc1 -ordered space (X, µ, ) does not contain
maximal (minimal) element, then X sl = X.
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Example 3.16. Consider ν = {∅, G ⊆ R such that G = (−∞, b) or
(a, ∞) or their union } is a supra topology on R. Let X = (0, 1) and
(X, µ) be a subspace of (R, ν). We define a supra topology on [0, 1) as

follows: µ∗ = {G∗ : G∗ = G or G∗ = G {0}, G ∈ µ} and consider
 is the usual partial order relation on [0, 1). Then ([0, 1), µ , ) is a
supra topological ordered space. In the following, we point out that the
condition of an STc1 -ordered space is satisfied. For each a ∈ (0, 1), we
have a  0. Then a ∈ G∗ = ( 12 a, 1) which is an increasing supra open
set and 0 ∈ (G∗ )c = [0, 12 a]. Also, 0 ∈ H ∗ = {0} which is a decreasing
supra open set and a ∈ ((H ∗ )c )sl = (0, 1).

On the other hand, for each x  y such that x = 0, we choose r > 0 to
satisfies that x − y = 2r. Then x ∈ G∗ = (x − r, 1) which is an increasing
supra open set and y ∈ (G∗ )c = [0, x − r]. Also, y ∈ H ∗ = [0, y + r)
which is a decreasing supra open set and a ∈ ((H ∗ )c )sl = [y + r, 1).
Hence ([0, 1), µ , ) is an STc1 -ordered space.

Remark 3.17. The given supra topological ordered space in Example
3.9 is not an STc1 -ordered space, as a  b and there does not exist a
supra open set containing b which does not contain a.
Definition 3.18. A supra topological ordered space (X, µ, ) is called
STc1 1 -ordered if for every a  b in X, there exist an increasing supra
2
open set G containing a such that b is a supra limit point for Gc and
a decreasing supra open set H containing b such that a is a supra limit
point for H c .
Example 3.19. Consider µ = {∅, G ⊆ R such that G = (−∞, b) or
(a, ∞) or their union } is a supra topology on R and  is the usual
partial order relation on R. Consider a  b. We choose r > 0 to satisfies
that a − b = 3r. Then we can note the following:
a ∈ (a − r, ∞) which is increasing supra open set and b ∈ (−∞, a − r]sl =
(−∞, a − r]. Also, b ∈ (−∞, b + r) which is decreasing supra open set
and a ∈ [b + r, ∞)sl = [b + r, ∞).
Thus (R, µ, ) is an STc1 1 -ordered space.
2

Remark 3.20. We observe in Example 3.16 that {0} is a supra open
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subset of ([0, 1), µ , ). This means that 0 is not a supra limit point for
any subset of ([0, 1), µ , ). So that supra topological ordered space is not
STc1 1 -ordered.
2

Proposition 3.21. If (X, µ, ) is an STc1 1 -ordered space, then X sl =
2
X.
Proof. For any a ∈ X, there exists b ∈ X such that a  b or b 
a. Say, a  b. By hypotheses, there exists a decreasing supra open set
H containing b such that a is a supra limit point for H c . Obviously,
H c ⊆ X. So a is a supra limit point for X. Thus X ⊆ X sl . Hence
X sl = X. 
Corollary 3.22. There is no a singleton open subset of any STc1 1 2
ordered space.
The converse of the above proposition need not be true in general as the
following example illustrates.
Example 3.23. consider µ = {∅, X, {a, b}, {b, c}, {a, c}} is a supra topol
ogy and =  {(a, c)} is a partial order relation on X = {a, b, c}. Then
X sl = X. Whereas (X, µ, ) is not an STc1 1 -ordered space.
2

Definition 3.24. A supra topological ordered space (X, µ, ) is called
STc2 -ordered if for every a  b, there exist disjoint an increasing supra
open set G containing a and a decreasing supra open set H containing

b such that a ∈ (H c )sl , b ∈ (Gc )sl and (H c )sl (Gc )sl = ∅.

Example 3.25. Consider µ = {G ⊆ R such that G = (−∞, b] or
[a, ∞) or their union } is a supra topology and  is the usual partial
order relation on R. Let a  b. Then we choose r ∈ R to satisfies that
a − b = 2r. So we can see that a ∈ (a − r, ∞) which is an increasing
supra open set and b ∈ (−∞, a − r]sl = (−∞, a − r). Also, we can see
that b ∈ (−∞, b + r] which is a decreasing supra open set and a ∈

[b + r, ∞)sl = (b + r, ∞). Obviously, (a − r, ∞) (−∞, b + r] = ∅ and

(−∞, a−r]sl [b+r, ∞)sl = ∅. Hence (R, µ, ) is an STc2 -ordered space.

Remark 3.26. The given supra topological ordered space (R, µ, ) in
Example 2.19 is not STc2 -ordered as illustrated in the following. If we
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suppose that (R, µ, ) is an STc2 -ordered space. Then for every a  b,
there exist an increasing supra open set G containing a and a decreasing
supra open set H containing b such that G = (c, ∞), H = (−∞, c) and
b < c < a. Then b ∈ (Gc )sl = (−∞, c]sl = (−∞, c] and a ∈ (H c )sl =
[c, ∞)sl = [c, ∞). But the intersection of (Gc )sl and (H c )sl is not empty
and this is a contradiction. Hence (R, µ, ) is not an STc2 -ordered space.
Definition 3.27. A supra topological space (X, µ) is called:

(i) Supra connected provided that X is not a union of two disjoint nonempty supra open (supra closed) sets.
(ii) Supra hyperconnected (resp. supra ultraconnected) provided that X
does not contain disjoint non-empty supra open (resp. non-empty
supra closed) sets.
Proposition 3.28. Every STc2 -ordered space is not a supra ultraconnected.
Proof. Straightforward.



Theorem 3.29. Every STc2 -ordered space (X, µ, ) is supra disconnected.
Proof. Let (X, µ, ) be an STc2 -ordered space. Then for each a  b
in X, there exist an increasing supra open set G containing a and a
decreasing supra open set H containing b such that
H



G = ∅ (1) and (H c )sl



By (1) we obtain that : H c
F rom (3) we obtain that : (H c )sl

(Gc )sl = ∅





Gc = X

(2)
(3)

(Gc )sl ⊆ X sl = X

(4)

Now, suppose that there exists x ∈ X such that x ∈ (H c )sl and x ∈

(Gc )sl . Then there exist two supra open sets U and V such that U H c ⊆


{x} and V Gc ⊆ {x}. This implies that U ⊆ {x} H and V ⊆



{x} G. It follows that U V ⊆ {x}. So U V = {x}. This means
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that {x} is supra open. But this contradicts Proposition 3.21. Consequently, x ∈ (H c )sl or x ∈ (Gc )sl . Hence

(H c )sl (Gc )sl = X (5)
From (2) and (5), we infer that X is supra disconnected.



Corollary 3.30. Every STc2 -ordered space is not a supra hyperconnected.
Proposition 3.31. Every STci -ordered space (X, µ, ) is STci− 1 -ordered,
2

for each i = 12 , 1, 1 12 , 2.

Proof. The proof is immediately obtained from the definitions of STci ordered spaces. 
From Remark 3.10, Remark 3.17, Remark 3.20 and Remark 3.26, we see
that the converse of the above proposition need not be true in general.
We clarify the relationships among STci -ordered space in the following
figure.
Prop.3.31
����

Prop.3.31
���

�

�
�

Prop.3.31

����

Prop.3.31
����

�

Rem.3.1
Rem.3.1
Rem.3.2
Rem.3.2
7
0
6
0
Figure 1. The relationships among STci -ordered space.

����

Proposition 3.32. Every STci -ordered space (X, µ, ) is an STi -space,
for each i = 0, 1, 2.
Proof. We shall start with the proof for i = 0, because the proofs for
i = 1 and i = 2 are analogous. For all a = b in X, either a  b or
b  a. Say, a  b. Since the space is STc0 -ordered, then there exist
an increasing supra open set G containing a such that b belongs to Gc
or a decreasing supra open set H containing b such that a belongs to
H c . Thus (X, µ, ) is an ST0 -space. 

Corollary 3.33. If an STc0 -ordered space (X, µ, ), then scl({a}) =
scl({b}), for each a =
 b.
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neednot
notbebetrue
trueasasshown
shown
inin
thethe
following:
following:

neednot
notbebe
(i) It can
can be
be seen,
seen, from
from Example
Example3.3,
3.3,that
thatananST
ST
0 -space
0 -spaceneed
-ordered.
STcc00-ordered.
(ii) In the
the following
following example,
example,we
weshow
showthat
thatananST
ST
need
neednot
not
bebe
2 -space
2 -space
-ordered space.
space.
STcc11-ordered
{∅,X,
X,{a,
{a,b},
b},{b,
{b,c},
c},{a,
{a,c},
c},{a},
{a},
{c}}
{c}}bebea supra
a supra
Example
Example 3.36.
3.36. Let
Let µµ=={∅,


topology and
and =
= 
 {(a,
{(a,b)}
b)}be
beaapartial
partialorder
orderrelation
relationonon
XX==
{a,{a,
b, b,
c}.c}.
It It
is clearly that
that (X,
(X,τ,
τ,)
)isisan
anST
ST11-space,
-space,but
butisisnot
notananST
ST
space.
space.
c2 c-ordered
2 -ordered

Theorem
Theorem 3.37.
3.37. Every
EveryST
STcci -ordered
space(X,
(X,µ,µ,)
)isisSST
SST
forfor
i -ordered,
i -ordered,
i -orderedspace
each i = 1,
1, 2.
2.

Proof. We
We shall
shall start
start with
with the
theproof
prooffor
fori i==1,1,because
becausethe
theproof
proofforfor
i = 2 is analogous.
analogous. Suppose
Suppose that
thataab bininX.
X.By
Byhypotheses,
hypotheses,there
there
exist an increasing
increasing supra
supra open
openset
setGGcontaining
containinga asuch
suchthat
thatb bbelongs
belongs
to Gc and
and aa decreasing
decreasing supra
supra open
openset
setHHcontaining
containingb bsuch
suchthat
thata ais is
c and
c and
Hcc. . Now,
Now,aaisisaasupra
supralimit
limitpoint
pointforforHH
a supra limit
limit point
point for
for H
c
supra closed.
closed. ItIt follows,
follows, by
byProposition
Proposition2.15,
2.15,that
thata abelongs
belongstoto
H is supra
c
Hence (X,
(X,µ,
µ,)
) isis an
anSST
SST11-ordered
-orderedspace.
space. 
H . Hence
Corollary
Corollary 3.38.
3.38. IfIf (X,
(X,µ,
µ,)
) isis an
anST
STc1c-ordered
space,then
theni(a)
i(a)and
and
1 -orderedspace,
d(a) are supra
supra closed
closed sets,
sets,for
foreach
eachaa∈∈X.
X.

Corollary
Corollary 3.39.
3.39. IfIf aa isis the
thesmallest
smallest(resp.
(resp.largest)
largest)element
elementininanan
STST
c1 -c1 ordered space
space (X,
(X,µ,
µ,),
), then
then {a}
{a}isisaadecreasing
decreasing(resp.
(resp.ananincreasing)
increasing)
supra closed.
closed.
Corollary
Corollary 3.40.
3.40. IfIf (X,
(X,µ,
µ,)
) isisan
anST
STc2c-ordered
space,then
thenthethegraph
graph
2 -orderedspace,
of the partially
partially ordered
ordered set
set(X,
(X,)
)isisaasupra
supraclosed
closedsubset
subsetofofthe
theproduct
product
space X ×
× X.
X.
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The converse of the above theorem fails as shown in Example 3.36.
Definition 3.41. Consider (X, µ) and (Y, θ) are two supra topological
spaces. A map f : (X, µ) → (Y, θ) is said to be:
(i) S  -open if the image of any supra open subset of X is a supra open
subset of Y .
(ii) S  -homeomorphism if it is bijective, S  -continuous and S  -open.
Theorem 3.42. If f : (X, µ) → (Y, θ) is an S  -homeomorphism map,
then f (E sl ) = (f (E))sl , for each E ⊆ X.

Proof. Let a ∈ (f (E))sl . Then there exists G ∈ θ containing a such that


(G \ {a}) f (E) = ∅. So f −1 [(G \ {a}) f (E)] = f −1 (∅). This implies

that (f −1 (G) \ f −1 (a) E = ∅. Thus f −1 (a) ∈ E sl . Since f is bijective,
then a ∈ f (E sl ). So f (E sl ) ⊆ (f (E))sl . By reversing the preceding steps,
we find that (f (E))sl ⊆ f (E sl ). Hence the proof is complete. 

Theorem 3.43. Let f : (X, µ, 1 ) → (Y, θ, 2 ) be an ordered embedding
S  -homeomorphism map. Then (X, µ, 1 ) is STci -ordered if and only if
(Y, θ, 2 ) is STci -ordered, for each i = 0, 12 , 1, 1 21 , 2.
Proof. We prove the theorem in case of i = 2 and the other cases are
made similarly.

Necessity: Suppose that (X, µ, ) is an STc2 -ordered space and let x 2
y in X. Then there exist a, b ∈ X such that a = f −1 (x) and b =
f −1 (y). Since f is an ordered embedding map, then a 1 b. Therefore there exist disjoint an increasing supra open set G containing a
and a decreasing supra open set H containing b such that a ∈ (H c )sl ,

b ∈ (Gc )sl and (H c )sl (Gc )sl = ∅. So x ∈ f (G) which is an increasing supra open set and y ∈ f (H) which is a decreasing supra open

set. Obviously, f (G) f (H) = ∅. Since f is an S  -homeomorphism
map, then f ((E c )sl ) = ((f (E))c )sl , for any subset E of X. Therefore y ∈ f ((Gc )sl ) = ((f (G))c )sl , x ∈ f ((H c )sl ) = ((f (H))c )sl and

((f (G))c )sl ((f (H))c )sl = ∅. Thus (Y, θ, 2 ) is an STc2 -ordered space.
Sufficiency: In a similar way, we prove that if (Y, θ, 2 ) is an STc2 ordered space, then (X, µ, 1 ) is an STc2 -ordered space. 
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Proposition 3.44. The property of being STc0 -ordered space is a hereditary property.

Proof. Let (A, µA ,  A × A) be a subspace of an STc0 -ordered space
(X, µ, ). Then for each a  b in A, there exists an increasing open set
G containing a such that b belongs to Gc or a decreasing open set H
containing b such that a belongs to H c . Say, there exists an increasing

open set G containing a such that b belongs to Gc . Now, a ∈ U = G A
and b ∈ U . It follows, by Proposition 2.11, that U is an increasing supra


A × A). Hence (A, µA , 
A × A) is an
open subset of (A, τA , 
STc0 -ordered space. 
Lemma 3.45. Consider (A, τA ) is a subspace of (X, τ ) and let clA ,
intA and s stand for the supra closure, supra interior and supra limit
operators, respectively, in (A, τA ). Then:
(i) clA (U ) = cl(U )



A for each U ⊆ A.

(ii) int(U ) = intA (U )
(iii) (U sl )A = U sl





int(A) for each U ⊆ A.

A for each U ⊆ A.

Theorem 3.46. Every m-set ordered subspace of STci -ordered space is
STci -ordered, for each i = 12 , 1, 1 21 , 2.
Proof. We shall start with the proof for i = 2, because the proofs for the

other cases are analogous. Let (A, µA ,  A × A) be an m-set ordered
subspace of an STc2 -ordered space (X, µ, ). For each a  b in A, there
exist disjoint an increasing supra open set U containing a and a decreasing supra open set V containing b such that a ∈ (V c )sl , b ∈ (U c )sl and


(V c )sl (U c )sl = ∅. Obviously, a ∈ GA = U A which is an increas
ing supra open subset of (A, τA , A ) and b ∈ GcA = U c A. Assume



that b ∈ (GcA )sl = (U c A)sl A. Then b ∈ (U c A)sl . Therefore


there exists D ∈ µ such that b ∈ D and D U c A ⊆ {b}. Since

A is m-set, then L = A D is a non-empty supra open set contains

b, then L A ⊆ {b}. But this contradicts that b ∈ (U c )sl . Thus b ∈

(GcA )sl . Similarly, b ∈ HA = V A which is a decreasing open subset
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c )sl . We can observe that G
of (A, µA , A ) and a ∈ (HA
HA = ∅ and
A
 c sl
c
sl
(GA )
(HA ) = ∅. Hence, (A, µA , A ) is an STc2 -ordered space. 

Lemma 3.47. Let Gi and Hj be subsets of X for each j ∈ J and



k ∈ K. Then
Gj × Hk = (
Gj ) × (
Hj ).


Proof.

(j,k)∈J×K

J × K}

j∈J

(j,k)∈J×K

k∈K

Gj × Hk = {(a, b) : (a, b) ∈ Gj × Hk for some (j, k) ∈

= {(a, b) : a ∈ Gj for some j ∈ J and b ∈ Hk for some k ∈ K}


Hk }
= {(a, b) : a ∈
Gj and b ∈
j∈J
k∈K


Gj ) × (
Hk ). 
=(
j∈J

k∈K

Proposition 3.48. If (X, τ ) and (Y, θ) are supra topological spaces, then
the collection {Gj × Hk : Gj ∈ τ, Hk ∈ θ} and their union forms a supra
topology µ on X × Y .

Proof. Since X ∈ τ , Y ∈ θ and ∅ ∈ τ θ, then X × Y ∈ µ and
∅ × ∅ = ∅ ∈ µ.

Let Gj × Hk ∈ µ, for each some j ∈ J and k ∈ K. By hypothesis,

Gj × Hk ∈ µ. Hence the proof is complete. 
(j,k)∈J×K

Remark 3.49. Henceforth, the supra topology obtained above is termed
product supra topology.

Definition 3.50. Let (
Xj , ) be a product of partially ordered sets
j∈J

(X1 , 1 ), (X2 , 2 ), ... . Then (a1 , a2 , ...)  (b1 , b2 , ...) provided that
a1 1 b1 , a2 2 b2 , ... .

Proposition 3.51. Let Gj be a subset of a partially ordered set (X, ),
for each j ∈ J. Then we have the following:


(i) i(
i(Gj ).
Gj ) =
j∈J

(ii) d(



j∈J

j∈J

Gj ) =



d(Gj ).

j∈J

Proof. We only prove (i) and the case (ii) can be made similarly.
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i(
Gj ) = {(b1 , b2 , ...) : (a1 , a2 , ...)  (b1 , b2 , ...), for some (a1 , a2 , ...) ∈
j∈J

Gj }

j∈J

= {(b1 , b2 , ...) : a1 1 b1 , a2 2 b2 , ... for some a1 ∈ G1 , a2 ∈ G2 , ...}

= {(b1 , b2 , ...) : b1 ∈ i(G1 ), b2 ∈ i(G2 ), ...}

=
i(Gj ). 
j∈J

Corollary 3.52. The product of increasing (resp. decreasing) sets is
always increasing (resp. decreasing).

Proof. Let Gj be increasing (resp. decreasing) sets, for each j ∈ J. Then



the proof is obtained from the fact that i(
Gj ) =
i(Gj ) =
Gj
j∈J
j∈J
j∈J



(resp. d(
Gj ) =
d(Gj ) =
Gj ). 
j∈J

j∈J

j∈J

Now, we are ready to prove the following significant theorem.

Theorem 3.53. The finite ordered product of STci -ordered spaces is also
an STci -ordered space, for all i = 0, 12 , 1, 1 21 .
Proof. Without loss of generality, we prove the theorem for two STci ordered spaces and one can be made the proof for any finite number of
STci -ordered spaces similarly.
Let (X1 , τ1 , 1 ) and (X2 , τ2 , 2 ) be two STci -ordered spaces and (X1 ×
X2 , τ, ) be their product ordered space. Assume that a  b in X1 × X2 ,
where a = (a1 , a2 ) and b = (b1 , b2 ). Then a1 1 b1 or a2 2 b2 . Say
a1 1 b1 . Now we consider the following:
(i) If i = 0, then there exists an increasing supra open subset G of
X1 containing a1 such that b1 ∈ Gc or a decreasing supra open
subset H of X1 containing b1 such that a1 ∈ H c . Say, there exists
an increasing supra open subset G of X1 containing a1 such that
b1 ∈ Gc . So G × X2 is an increasing supra open set containing
a such that b ∈ (G × X2 )c = Gc × X2 . Hence (X1 × X2 , τ, ) is
STc0 -ordered.
(ii) If i = 12 , then there exist an increasing supra open subset G of X1
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containing a1 such that b1 ∈ (Gc )sl or a decreasing supra open
subset H of X1 containing b1 such that a1 ∈ (H c )sl . Say, there
exists an increasing supra open subset G of X1 containing a1 such
that b1 ∈ (Gc )sl . Then G × X2 is an increasing supra open set
containing a. Suppose, to the contrary, that b ∈ (Gc × X2 )sl . Then
there exists a supra open subset U × V of X1 × X2 containing b


such that (U × V ) (Gc × X2 ) ⊆ {b}. This implies that (U Gc ) ×


(V X2 ) ⊆ {b}. So U Gc ⊆ {b1 }. But this contradicts that
b1 ∈ (Gc )sl . The contradiction arises by supposing that b ∈ (Gc ×
X2 )sl . Hence (X1 × X2 , τ, ) is STc 1 -ordered.
2

(iii) The proofs for i = 1, 1 12 are similar to the proof of i =

4.

1
2

above. 

Conclusion

The notions of STci -ordered spaces (i = 0, 12 , 1, 1 12 , 2) are introduced and
investigated in this study. With the help of examples, the relationships
among the new ordered spaces are shown and the relationships between
these ordered spaces and some SSTi -ordered spaces are illustrated. Some
topological concepts such as S  -homeomorphism maps, supra ultraconnected spaces and supra continuous topological spaces are established
and their relationships with STci -ordered spaces are studied. In addition,
some results which connect some of STci -ordered spaces with some algebra notions are investigated. Two of the significant results are Theorem
3.29 which state that every STc2 -ordered space is supra disconnected and
Theorem 3.53 which state that the finite ordered product of STci -ordered
spaces is STci -ordered, for all i = 0, 12 , 1, 1 21 . In an upcoming paper, we
plan to utilize a notion of somewhere dense sets [3, 8] to generalized the
initiated spaces in this work.
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